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The Fourteenth Goldfish 
By: Jennifer Holm 

 
1. Which birthday present does Ellie get from her grandfather? 

He gives her a microscope. 

2. What do Ellie’s parents hope she finds interesting? 

They hope she will like theater. 

3. Why is grandpa upset about the books at the middle school? 

His name is not mentioned in the books. 

4. What does Grandpa do with T melvinus at the end of the story? 

He flushes it down the toilet. 

5. Ellie decides to write her research report on what famous person? 

She writes her report of Robert Oppenheimer. 

6. What is the message Ellie learns from the play? 

Life is precious, but we don’t realize it at the time we are living it. 

7. What is Ellie’s plan to get into Grandpa’s locker? 

She plans to dress up like a pizza delivery boy and make a delivery. 

8. Why did Grandpa’s company close his email and key card? 

They sold the company and it is moving to Malaysia. 

9. What did Jonas Salk do which made him famous? 

He developed a cure for polio. 

10. What is Ellie’s Halloween costume? 

She dresses as a mad scientist. 

11. How long did Ellie’s first goldfish last? 

It lasted two weeks. 

12. What is “senescence”? 

Senescence is the process of aging. 

13. Where is Grandpa not allowed to go, even though he needs to go there? 

He is not allowed to go to his laboratory. 

14. Which body part did they keep when they made a body into a mummy? 

They kept the heart. 

15. Who is the boy that Mom brings home at the beginning of the story? 

The boy is Ellie’s grandpa. 

16. What does Ellie say that makes her Grandpa really upset with her? 

She says the world might not be ready for his invention. 

17. What caused Marie Curie to die? 

She died from radiation from her experiments. 

18. What sport keeps Brianna from being best friends with Ellie? 

Volleyball 

19. What did Grandpa do to get detention? 

He went to the boys’ room without getting a pass. 

20. Where does Nicole, the babysitter, get a job? 

She get a job at an ear-piercing store at the mall. 

21. Where is Grandpa’s fan club? 

Finland 
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22. What does Ellie receive in the mail from her Grandpa after he leaves? 

She receives slippers. 

23. What words does Ellie use to toast the group’s success in getting the T melvinus? 

“To the possible!” 

24. What is the name of the play that Ellie’s mom is directing? 

The play is called “Our Town.” 

25. What animal does Grandpa use to make the “T melvinus”? 

He uses jellyfish. 

26. What is Grandpa’s favorite dinner? 

Chinese food 


